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Poisson structures on the homology of the space of knots

KEIICHI SAKAI

In this article we study the Poisson algebra structure on the homology of the total-
ization of a fibrant cosimplicial space associated with an operad with multiplication.
This structure is given as the Browder operation induced by the action of little disks
operad, which was found by McClure and Smith. We show that the Browder operation
coincides with the Gerstenhaber bracket on the Hochschild homology, which appears
as the E2 -term of the homology spectral sequence constructed by Bousfield. In
particular we consider a variant of the space of long knots in higher dimensional
Euclidean space, and show that Sinha’s homology spectral sequence computes the
Poisson algebra structure of the homology of the space. The Browder operation
produces a homology class which does not directly correspond to chord diagrams.

55P48; 55P35

1 Introduction

In [14] McClure and Smith proved that the totalization of a cosimplicial space O�
associated with a non-symmetric topological operad O with multiplication (a base
point in the operadic sense) admits an action of an operad weakly equivalent to the
little disks operad. As an immediate consequence, there exists a natural bracket on the
(rational) homology of TotO� , called the Browder operation.

On the other hand, Bousfield [1] constructed a spectral sequence computing the ho-
mology of a totalization (under some conditions). When moreover the cosimplicial
space arises from the operad O with multiplication, then its E1 -term is the Hochschild
complex of the homology operad H�.O/. It is known (Gerstenhaber–Voronov [6],
Turchin [17; 18]) that there exist a natural product and a bracket on such a complex
which induce the Gerstenhaber algebra structure, the degree one Poisson algebra
structure, on the homology. Note that the Gerstenhaber algebra structure also comes
from the action of the chains of the little disks operad (Deligne’s conjecture; see
McClure–Smith [13]).

The main result of this article states that the above two actions correspond with each
other at least on the homology level, or the two brackets coincide with each other.
Namely, for any operad O with multiplication, Bousfield’s spectral sequence computes
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H�.TotO�/ as a Poisson algebra. In some cases this gives us a method to compute the
(topological) Browder operation purely algebraically, as was done by Turchin [18].

In particular we concentrate on the space Kn of long knots in Rn , n> 3, or its variant
K0n (for definition see Sinha [16] or Section 2 below). For K0n , Sinha [16] constructed
a model using the Kontsevich operad, essentially equivalent to the little balls operad,
based on the embedding calculus due to Goodwillie [7; 8] and Goodwillie–Weiss [9;
19]. In this case Bousfield’s spectral sequence rationally degenerates at E2 because of
the formality of the operad (see Kontsevich [10], Lambrechts–Turchin–Volić [11] and
Lambrechts–Volić [12]). Thus the homology of the space of long knots is isomorphic
to the Hochschild homology of the Kontsevich operad. Our result shows that this is an
isomorphism of Poisson algebras.

To prove the main result, we explicitly write down McClure–Smith action, which
compares with Budney’s (possibly another) one [2] defined on certain embedding
spaces. In the case of long knots, our explicit description suggests that McClure–Smith
action might be equivalent to Budney’s one, but no rigorous proof of their consistency
has been given. Budney’s action is quite geometric; “shrink one (framed) knot and
make it go through another knot.” Budney proved that the space of (framed) long knots
in R3 is a free 2-cubes object, hence the homology operations are highly non-trivial
(as studied by Budney and Cohen [3]). In higher dimensional case we might be able to
approach the similar freeness problem by means of the spectral sequence.

Note that Salvatore has announced our result [15, Proposition 22], but not written the
proof. He proved that the space Kn (n> 3) is a double loop space but the projection
K0n ! Kn is not a double loop map, by use of the main result of this paper. Here
we emphasize that our result implies the non-triviality of the (topological) Browder
operation, and this produces a homology class of Kn which does not directly correspond
to any chord diagram (see Section 3).

2 The spaces of knots and the result

A long knot is an embedding R1 ,! Rn , n� 3, which agrees with a fixed line outside
a compact set. A long immersion is defined similarly.

Let Kn and Immn be the spaces of long knots and long immersions in Rn respectively.
Consider the space

K0n WD the homotopy fiber of Kn ,! Immn:

Sinha’s model for the space is as follows.
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Theorem 2.1 [16] There exists a topological operad Xn D fXn.k/gk�0 with multi-
plication such that

(1) there exist homotopy equivalences from Conf .Rn; k/D .Rn/k n� to Xn.k/ for
all k � 0,

(2) when n> 3, the homotopy invariant totalization eTot X �n is weakly equivalent to
K0n where X �n is the associated cosimplicial space.

The operad Xn is called the Kontsevich operad by Sinha [16]. Since it is multiplicative,
we can construct an associated cosimplicial space (see Section 4.1.1), denoted by X �n
in the above.

Below we deal with general cases. For any cosimplicial space Y � , its homotopy
invariant totalization is defined as

eTot Y � DMap .z��;Y �/
where z�� is a cofibrant replacement of the standard cosimplicial space �� . The
ordinary totalization Tot Y � is defined by replacing z�� by �� in the above. There is
a map Tot Y �!eTot Y � induced by a canonical map z��!�� .

In the following let O be an operad with multiplication, assuming O.0/Df�g. Denote
by O� its associated cosimplicial space. One of the remarkable features of such a
cosimplicial space O� is the existence of a little disks action on the totalization.

Theorem 2.2 [14] Let O be a topological operad with multiplication, and O� its
associated cosimplicial space. Then eTot O� admits an action of the operad D which is
weakly equivalent to the little disks operad. That is, there exist maps

k W D.k/� .eTot O�/k �!eTot O�; k � 1;

satisfying the associativity conditions. Similar action exists on TotO� .

We denote the induced Browder operation by �:

�W Hp.eTot O�;Q/˝Hq.eTot O�;Q/ �!HpCqC1.eTot O�;Q/

We regard � as a Poisson algebra structure on the homology (see Cohen [5]).

On the other hand, H�.eTot O�/ can be computed by means of Bousfield spectral
sequence [1]. To do this, we choose a fibrant replacement R W O� ��! RO� of the
cosimplicial space O� . Tot RO� may not be acted on by little disks since RO� need
not come from an operad. But there exists a sequence of weak equivalences

eTot O� ��!eTot RO� � � Tot RO�;
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so there exists a Poisson algebra structure on H�.Tot RO�/ (we also call the bracket
in this case the Browder operation), induced from H�.eTot O�/.
If RO� satisfies the convergence conditions [1, Theorem 3.2], then the filtration
(defined below) on a double complex S�.RO�/, the modules of singular chains of
RO� , yields a second quadratic spectral sequence Er converging to H�.Tot RO�/.
Indeed Bousfield proved that (under the same conditions) the total complex TS.RO�/
is an algebraic model for Tot RO� , that is, there exists a quasi-isomorphism

'W S�.Tot RO�/ �! TS.RO�/

(for its definition see [1, section 2] or Section 4 below). Its E1 -term is the Hochschild
complex (see Turchin [17; 18]) of the homology operad H�.RO�/ (though RO� may

not be an operad, the natural isomorphism H�.O�/
Š�! H�.RO�/ allows us to say

that H�.RO�/ is an operad). Since O� is an operad with multiplication, there exist
a natural product and a bracket on E1 -term (see Gerstenhaber–Voronov [6], Turchin
[17; 18]) that make the E2 -term HH�.O�/ a Gerstenhaber algebra, that is, a Poisson
algebra of degree one [17; 18]. This Poisson structure defined on E2 -term in fact
descends on further terms (Proposition 4.8). Hence E1 -term also becomes a Poisson
algebra.

The natural filtrations are defined by

FpTS.RO�/jdegDq D
Y
l�p

SqCl.ROl/;

FpHq.TS.RO�//D im
˚
Hq.FpTS.RO�//!Hq.TS.RO�//

	
:

Denote its associated quotient by GH�.TS.RX �n //:

GHq.TS.RO�//D
M

p

FpHq.TS.RO�//=FpC1Hq.TS.RO�//

H�.eTot O�/ is also filtered via isomorphism '�1 . We will see (Theorem 4.6) that the
Browder operation � preserves this filtration, hence via ' a Poisson structure passes
on GH�.TS.RO�//.
Thus we have two Poisson algebra structures on GH�.TS.RO�//: One induced via '
and the other arising from the Hochschild homology. Our main result states that they
are same.

Theorem 2.3 Let O� be the cosimplicial space associated with a multiplicative operad
O satisfying the convergence condition [1, Theorem 3.2]. Choose a fibrant replacement
RO� . Then the Browder operation induced on GH�.TS.RO�// via ' coincides up to
sign with the Gerstenhaber structure defined on the Hochschild homology.
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In the case of ODXn we have the rational degeneracy of the spectral sequence.

Theorem 2.4 [11; 12] When n > 3, the above homology spectral sequence degen-
erates at E2 -term rationally. Thus H�.K0n;Q/ is the Hochschild homology of the
Poisson algebras operad.

This theorem holds since the formality of the operad Xn allows us to replace the vertical
differentials of the double complex by zero maps. Hence we can compute the Browder
operation on H�.K0n;Q/ by calculating E2 -term, without referring Proposition 4.8.

The proof of Theorem 2.3 will be given later. First we compute some homology groups
of K0n .

3 Some computations

Below we assume n> 3. The subgroup
L

k�0 H.n�3/k.Kn/ is known to be non-trivial
(Cattaneo–Cotta-Ramusino–Longoni [4], Sinha [16], Turchin [18]), since it contains
the subalgebra isomorphic to the algebra A of chord diagrams modulo 4-term and
1-term relations, which we now explain. An example of a chord diagram and the 4-term
relator can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. Since we consider the long knots,
the chords are on the line, not on a circle.

Figure 1: an example of a chord diagram

By 1-term relation we regard a diagram � as zero if � has an isolated chord. Here
a chord c with endpoints a; b 2 R1 (a< b ) is said to be isolated if there is no other
chord one of whose endpoints is in .a; b/ and another outside Œa; b�.

The degree of a chord diagram is .n� 3/k if it has k chords. The space of chord
diagrams forms a graded algebra, whose product is defined as the concatenation of
the diagrams. Denote by A the algebra of chord diagrams modulo 4-term and 1-term
relations.

Given a chord diagram � with k chords, we have a long immersion f� with k

transversal self-intersections determined by the chords of � (see Figure 3). At each self-
intersection we have resolutions of the intersection parametrized by Sn�3 . Considering
all the resolutions of k self-intersections, we have a map

s.�/W .Sn�3/k �!Kn:

Geometry & Topology Monographs, Volume 13 (2008)
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�

D �

D �

Figure 2: 4-term relations

More explicitly, the knot s.�/.z1; : : : ; zk/ is defined as follows (see Cattaneo–Cotta-
Ramusino–Longoni [4]); if the i -th doublepoint of f� is f�.si/D f�.ui/ (si < ui ),
then

s.�/.z1; : : : ; zk/.t/D f�.t/C ızi exp
�

1

.t � si/2� "2

�
for t 2 .si � "; si C "/, where ı and " are small positive numbers, and otherwise
s.�/.z/.t/D f�.t/.
This map determines an .n�3/k -cycle ˛.�/ of Kn . The correspondence ˛ preserves
the 4-term relations.

Figure 3: the correspondence � 7! ˛.�/

Proposition 3.1 [4; 18] The correspondence � 7! ˛.�/ determines an injective
homomorphism of algebras

˛W A �!
M
k�0

H.n�3/k.Kn/:

Thus we have a subalgebra of H�.Kn/ which is isomorphic to A and concentrated in
the degrees .n� 3/k , k � 0. But few homology classes except those in ˛.A/ have
been identified.
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Theorem 2.3 implies that the spectral sequence computes the Poisson algebra structure
on H�.K0n;Q/. By computing the E2 -term explicitly (see Turchin [18]), we find that
the Browder operation produces new homology classes other than those in ˛.A/.

To state the result, we need the following.

Lemma 3.2 [16] For any n � 3, the inclusion Kn ,! Immn is null-homotopic.
Consequently there exists a homotopy equivalence K0n 'Kn ��2Sn�1 .

The topology of �2Sn�1 is well known:

H�.�
2Sn�1;Q/Š

(
ƒ�Œ��2Sn�1.�; �/�˝P Œ�� n is odd;

ƒ�Œ�� n is even;

where � is the image of 1 2 �n�3.�
2Sn�1/ via the Hurewicz isomorphism, and

��2Sn�1 is the Browder operation induced by the little disks action on �2Sn�1 .
Using this, we can determine the generators of some low-degree homology groups of
K0n and Kn .

Theorem 3.3 Suppose n> 4. Then

H3n�8.K0n;Q/Š
(

Q2 n is odd;

Q n is even:

When n is odd, the above group is generated by ��.�; �/ and �.�; v2/, where v2 2
H2.n�3/.Kn/ is the class made from a chord diagram with two interleaving chords (see
Figure 4). By the Künneth formula

H3n�8.Kn;Q/ŠQ

and this group is generated by the homology class corresponding to �.�; v2/, which
is the first example of a homology class of Kn which does not directly correspond to
chord diagrams.

v2 D ˛. /

Figure 4: the element v2

In other words, we can regard H�.�
2Sn�1;Q/ as acting on H�.Kn;Q/ via the

Browder operation, and this action is non-trivial when n is odd. The homology class
�.�; v2/ (when n is odd) is not in ˛.A/, since it is not in degrees .n� 3/k .
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When n is even, � belongs to the center (Turchin [18]). This is because the map of
spectral sequences E2.K0n/!E2.Kn/ is a map of Gerstenhaber algebras, and under
the map � must be sent to 0 for the dimensional reason. But rank H3n�8.K0n/D 1 still
holds, and the generator is unknown yet.

Salvatore [15] pointed out that Kn is also a double loop space, but the existence of
�.�; v2/ shows that the projection K0n!Kn does not preserve the Browder operation
(since � is mapped to zero by the dimensional reason), hence this projection is not the
map of double loop spaces.

The above computation suggests that we might be able to obtain more homology
classes by applying �.�; �/ to the elements of ˛.A/. It is possible in principle to
compute them, but it would become more exhausting as the degrees increase (see
Cattaneo–Cotta-Ramusino–Longoni [4], Turchin [18]).

4 Proof of the main theorem

4.1 Disks action on Tot O�

First we let O be a topological operad with multiplication and suppose the associated
cosimplicial space O� is fibrant.

To obtain the explicit formula for the Browder operation on H�.TotO�/, it suffices to
study in detail the map

 W S1 � .TotO�/2 �! TotO�

(S1 �D.2/) defined by McClure and Smith [14]. We think g� 2 TotO� as a sequence
of maps gl W �l ! Ol (l � 0), compatible with the cosimplicial structure maps.
Defining the above map  is equivalent to defining the maps

 .� Ig�1;g�2/l W �l �!Ol ; l � 0

compatible with cosimplicial structure maps, for any � 2 S1 , g�i 2 TotO� . After the
fashion of McClure and Smith’s work [13], we first look at the easiest example.

4.1.1 Conventions We now proceed to operadic computations. For such notions see
McClure–Smith [13; 14]. We use the notation ıi for operadic structure:

ıi W O.p/�O.q/ �!O.pC q� 1/; a ıi b D a.

i�1‚ …„ ƒ
id; : : : ; id; b; id; : : : ; id/

for any operad O . The symbol ıi represents the ‘inserting’ operation.
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Recall that an operad O is said to be multiplicative if we can choose basepoints
�k 2O.k/, k � 0, in the operadic sense;

�k.�j1
; : : : ; �jk

/D �j1C���Cjk
:

In this case O can be seen as a cosimplicial space by letting Ok WDO.k/ and defining

d i W Ok �!OkC1; 0� i � kC 1;

si W Ok �!Ok�1; 0� i � k � 1;

d i.x/D

8̂<̂
:
�2 ı2 x i D 0;

x ıi �2 1� i � k;

�2 ı1 x i D kC 1;

by

si.x/D x ıiC1 e

where e 2O.0/. They indeed satisfy the cosimplicial identities.

Below by convention

�k WD
(
f�g k D 0;

f.t1; : : : ; tk/ 2 Œ�1; 1�k j t1 � � � � � tkg k � 1;

S1 WD Œ�1; 1�=� :

4.1.2 The first case As the easiest case we construct

 .� Ig�1;g�2/1W �1 �!O1

(assuming O0 D feg, the case l D 0 is obvious). Imitating a work of McClure and
Smith [13], we roughly illustrate the definition of this map (see Figure 5).

Remark 4.1 Broadly speaking, as � increases from �1 to 0, the knot g2 ‘goes
through’ the knot g1 (ıi will represent the ‘insertion’). By � D 0, g2 will get away
from g1 and ‘juxtapose’ to g1 (�2 2 O.2/ will indicate ‘concatenation’). When
0 < � < 1, now g1 passes through g2 , and juxtaposes to g2 when � D 1. See also
the pictures in Budney’s paper [2]. The reason why we may regard ıi and �2 as
respectively ‘insertion’ and ‘concatenation’ can be found in the definition of Poisson
algebras operad H�.Xn/ (see Turchin [17; 18]).
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t 2 �1

� 2 S1

1

1

g2
1
ı1 g0

2
g1

1
ı1 g1

2

g2
2
ı1 g0

1
g1

2
ı1 g1

1

g2
1
ı2 g0

2

g2
2
ı2 g0

1

Figure 5: the ‘definition’ of  .� Ig�1;g�2/1.t/

More precise definition is as follows. When �1< � < 0, define non-negative integers
i0; i1 by

.i0; i1/D

8̂<̂
:
.1; 1/ t < �;

.0; 1/ � � t < 1C �;

.0; 0/ 1C � � t;

and define .u1;u2/ 2�2Ci0�i1 ��i1�i0 by

.u1;u2/D

8̂<̂
:
..2t C 1; 1C 2�/I �/ 2�2 ��0 t < �;

.2� C 1I 2.t � �/� 1/ 2�1 ��1 � � t < 1C �;

..1C 2�; 2t � 1/I �/ 2�2 ��0 1C � � t:

Then
 .� Ig�1;g�2/1.t/ WD g

2Ci0�i1

1
.u1/ ıi0C1 g

i1�i0

2
.u2/ 2O1:

When 0< � < 1, define

.j0; j1/D

8̂<̂
:
.1; 1/ t < ��;
.0; 1/ �� � t < 1� �;
.0; 0/ 1� � � t;

and define .v1; v2/ 2�j1�j0 ��2Cj0Cj1 by

.v1; v2/D

8̂<̂
:
.�I .2t C 1; 1� 2�// 2�0 ��2 t < ��;
.2.t � �/� 1I 1� 2�/ 2�1 ��1 �� � t < 1� �;
.�I .1� 2�; 2t � 1// 2�0 ��2 1� � � t:
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Then

 .� Ig�1;g�2/1.t/ WD g
j1�j0

2
.v2/ ıj0C1 g

2Cj0�j1

1
.v1/:

The cases � D 0;˙1 may be contained in the above definitions; even in those cases
 .� Ig�

1
;g�

2
/1.t/ is well-defined. But it would be better to give the definitions for

� D 0;˙1 separately to make the meaning of  clearer. We define

 .0Ig�1;g�2/1.t/ WD �2.g
i0

1
.w1/;g

1�i0

2
.w2//;

 .˙1Ig�1;g�2/1.t/ WD �2.g
j1

2
.w2/;g

1�j1

1
.w1//;

where i0 (for � D 0) and j1 (for � DC1) are as above, and

.w1; w2/D
(
.2t C 1I �/ 2�1 ��0 t < 0;

.�I 2t � 1/ 2�0 ��1 t � 0:

Then  .� Ig�
1
;g�

2
/1.t/ is indeed well-defined. For example, let us see the continuity at

t D 1C � when �1< � < 0. By definition

 .� Ig�1;g�2/1.t/D
(

g1
1
.2� C 1/ ı1 g1

2
.2.t � �/� 1/ t < 1C �;

g2
1
.2� C 1; 2� C 1/ ı1 g0

2
.�/ t D 1C �:

Then we can show

lim
t%�C1

 .� Ig�1;g�2/1.t/D g1
1.2� C 1/ ı1 g1

2.1/D  .� Ig�1;g�2/1.1C �/

as follows;

g1
1.2� C 1/ ı1 g1

2.1/

D g1
1.2� C 1/ ı1 g1

2.d
1.�//D g1

1.2� C 1/ ı1 d1g0
2.�/ .gld i D d igl�1/

D g1
1.2� C 1/.�2.g

0
2.�/; id//

D g1
1.2� C 1/.�2/.g

0
2.�/; id/ (associativity of O/

D .d1g1
1.2� C 1//.g0

2.�/; id/D g2
1.d

1.2� C 1//.g0
2.�/; id/

D g2
1.2� C 1; 2� C 1/ ı1 g0

2.�/D  .� Ig�1;g�2/1.1C �/:

We see one more point;  is continuous at � D 0;˙1. For example we show

lim
�&�1

 .� Ig�1;g�2/1.t/D  .�1Ig�1;g�2/1.t/
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when �1< t < 0. In this case the above limit is equal to

g1
1.�1/ ı1 g1

2.2t C 1/D g1
1.d

0.�//.g1
2.2t C 1//D .d0.g0

1.�///.g1
2.2t C 1//

D �2.id;g0
1.�//.g1

2.2t C 1//

D �2.g
1
2.2t C 1/;g0

1.�//D  .�1Ig�1;g�2/1.t/:
The proofs for other cases go in similar ways.

4.1.3 General cases Here we describe the complete definition of the map

 W S1 � .TotO�/2 �! TotO�;

a special case of the construction by McClure and Smith [14], and the induced map on
homology.

First we define the integers i"; j" ("D 0; 1), which determine where g�.2/ is ‘inserted’
in g�.1/ , for any t D .t1; : : : ; tl/ 2�l and � 2 S1 . When �1< � < 0, define

i0 WDminfi I tiC1 � �g; i1 WDminfi I tiC1 � 1C �g;
and when 0< � < 1, define

j0 WDminfj I tjC1 � ��g; j1 WDminfj I tjC1 � 1� �g:

t 2 �1

� 2 S1

1

1

.i0; i1/

.j0; j1/

.1; 1/

.0; 1/

.0; 0/

.1; 1/

.0; 1/

.0; 0/

Figure 6: the values i"; j" for l D 1

Next, define
.u1.�; t/;u2.�; t// 2�lCi0�i1C1 ��i1�i0
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(when �1< � < 0) and

.v1.�; t/; v2.�; t// 2�j1�j0 ��lCj0�j1C1

(when 0< � < 1) by

u1.�; t/D .2t1C 1; : : : ; 2ti0
C 1; 1C 2�; 2ti1C1� 1; : : : ; 2tl � 1/;

u2.�; t/D .2ti0C1� 2� � 1; : : : ; 2ti1
� 2� � 1/;

v1.�; t/D .2tj0C1� 2� � 1; : : : ; 2tj1
� 2� � 1/;

v2.�; t/D .2t1C 1; : : : ; 2tj0
C 1; 1� 2�; 2tj1C1� 1; : : : ; 2tl � 1/:

Here we note a consequence of a straightforward computation.

Lemma 4.2 For any given l and 0� i0 � i1 � l , define

�.i0; i1/ WD f.�; t/ 2 .�1; 0/��l j i�.�; t/D i� .� D 0; 1/g:
Then the correspondence

uD .u1;u2/W �.i0; i1/ �!�lCi0�i1C1 ��i1�i0 ;

defined in the above remark, is a homeomorphism on their interior. Similarly, if we
define

�0.j0; j1/ WD f.�; t/ 2 .0; 1/��l j j�.�; t/D j� .� D 0; 1/g;
for any given l and 0� j0 � j1 � l , then

v D .v1; v2/W �0.j0; j1/ �!�j1�j0 ��lCj0�j1C1

is a homeomorphism on their interior.

Using ui and vi , we define

 .� Ig�1;g�2/l.t/D
(

g
lCi0�i1C1
1

.u1.�; t// ıi0C1 g
i1�i0

2
.u2.�; t// �1< � < 0;

g
j1�j0

2
.v2.�; t// ıj0C1 g

lCj0�j1C1
1

.v1.�; t// 0< � < 1:

For � D 0;˙1 (at which g1 and g2 ‘switch’), we separately give the definition; when
� D 0, define i0 as above and

xu1.�; t/ WD .2t1C 1; : : : ; 2ti0
C 1/ 2�i0 ;

xu2.�; t/ WD .2i0C1� 1; : : : ; 2tl � 1/ 2�l�i0 :

Then we define
 .0Ig�1;g�2/l.t/ WD �2.g

i0

1
.xu1/;g

l�i0

2
.xu2//:
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When � D˙1, define j1 as above (for � DC1) and

xv1.�; t/ WD .2tj1C1� 1; : : : ; 2tl � 1/ 2�l�j1 ;

xv2.�; t/ WD .2t1C 1; : : : ; 2tj1
C 1/ 2�j1 :

Then we define

 .˙1Ig�1;g�2/l.t/ WD �2.g
j1

2
.xv2/;g

l�j1

1
.xv1//:

Then the map  .� Ig�
1
;g�

2
/l.t/ is well-defined, which is proven similarly as when lD 1.

Moreover  indeed defines a map to a totalization.

Lemma 4.3 The sequence of maps  .� Ig�
1
;g�

2
/� is compatible with the cosimplicial

structure maps.

For example, if .�; t/ 2 �l.i0; i1/, 0 < i0 < i1 and 0 < i � i0 , then d i.t/ D
.: : : ; ti ; ti ; : : : ; ti0

; : : : / and .�; d i.t// 2�lC1.i0C 1; i1C 1/. Hence

 .� Ig�1;g�2/lC1.d i.t//

D g1.: : : ; 2ti C 1; 2ti C 1; : : : / ıi0C2 g2.2ti0C1� 2� � 1; : : : ; 2ti1
� 2� � 1/

D g1.d
i.: : : ; 2ti C 1; : : : // ıi0C2 g2.u2.�; t//

D .d ig1.u1.�; t/// ıi0C2 g2.u2.�; t//D .g1.u1/ ıi �2/ ıi0C2 g2.u2/

D .g1.u1/ ıi0C1 g2.u2// ıi �2 D d i. .� Ig�1;g�2/l.t//

(the fifth equality uses i � i0 ). Other cases can be proven similarly.

Remark 4.4 In fact the definitions for � D 0;˙1 can be obtained as the limits of those
for �1< � < 0 and 0< � < 1. But we give them separately to clarify the meaning of
the definition.

For the induced map on homology, we only need to pre-compose the Eilenberg-MacLane
map (see Section 4.2). In the following we use the same symbols as above.

Theorem 4.5 Let g�
1
2 Sq.TotO�/ and g�

2
2 Ss.TotO�/ be cycles. Define the map

hg�1; g�2il W �q ��s ��1 ��l �!Ol ; l � 0
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by

hg�1; g�2il.x;y; �; t/ WD

8̂̂̂̂
<̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂:
�2

�
g

j1

2
.y/.xv2/; g

l�j1

1
.x/.xv1/

�
� D˙1;

g
lCi0�i1C1
1

.x/.u1/ ıi0C1 g
i1�i0

2
.y/.u2/; �1< � < 0;

�2

�
g

i0

1
.x/.xu1/; g

l�i0

2
.y/.xu2/

�
� D 0;

g
lCj0�j1C1
2

.y/.v2/ ıj0C1 g
j1�j0

1
.x/.v1/; 0< � < 1:

Then the map

�W Hq.TotO�/˝Hs.TotO�/!HqCsC1.TotO�/

given by

�.g�1;g
�
2/ WD .�1/qC1hg�1; g�2i ıEM 2HqCsC1.TotO�/

is the Browder operation, where EM is the Eilenberg-MacLane map.

4.2 Algebraic model for Tot O�

Let TS.O�/ be the total complex of the double complex from ~2: its degree k part is

TS.O�/k D
Y
l�0

SkCl.Ol/;

and the differential is

@T D @C .�1/pı;

where @DP.�1/id i
� (d i was defined in Section 4.1.1), a signed sum of the coface

maps, and ı is the usual boundary map of singular chain complex. Bousfield [1]
constructed a quasi-isomorphism

'W S�.TotO�/ �! TS.O�/

when O� satisfies some conditions. This is defined as follows. We regard a chain
f � DP aif

�
i 2 Sq.TotO�/ as the sum of maps f �i D ff l

i gl�0 ,

f l
i W �q ��l �!Ol ;

which is compatible with the cosimplicial structure maps of the �l -factor. We choose
the Eilenberg-MacLane map EM 2 SqCl.�

q ��l/, l; q � 0, which gives a chain
equivalence

S�.M /˝S�.N /
'�! S�.M �N /
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for any spaces M and N . Then the quasi-isomorphism ' is defined by

'.f �/ 2
Y
l�0

SqCl.Ol/;

'.f �/l WD
X

ai.f
l

i ıEM / 2 SqCl.Ol/:

where we write h D .hl/l�0 with hl 2 SqCl.Ol/ for any h 2 TS.O�/q . Our main
theorem states that the induced isomorphism on homology preserves the Poisson algebra
structures.

The spectral sequence associated with the filtration defined in Section 2 on the double
complex converges strongly when E1

�p;q D 0 for p > q and, for any m � 0, there
are only finitely many .p; q/ such that q � p D m and E1

�p;q ¤ 0. In the case of
Kontsevich operad Xn , it turns out that the ‘normalized’ E1 -term

E1\
\

ker si
�

satisfies those conditions (for definition of si see Section 4.1.1). The proof uses the
explicit form of the homology of Xn.k/' Conf .Rn; k/ (see Sinha [16]).

4.3 Browder operation in terms of TS.O�/

Via the quasi-isomorphism ' , the Browder operation will be interpreted as follows.

Theorem 4.6 For any g�
1
2Hq.TotO�/ and g�

2
2Hs.TotO�/,

'.�.g�1;g
�
2//l D

X
pCrDlC1

.�1/.pC1/.rC1/CqCs

"
pX

iD1

.�1/�i'.g�1/p ıi '.g�2/r

� .�1/.qC1/.sC1/
rX

jD1

.�1/�
0
j '.g�2/r ıj '.g�1/p

35
where

�i D .q� 1/.p� i/C .p� 1/.r C s/; �0j D .p� 1/.r � j /C .pC q/.r � 1/:

Proof The map

�q ��s ��1 ��l hg1;g2i
l

������!X l
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pre-composed by EM represents '.�.g1;g2//l . By definition �1��l is decomposed
by �.i0; i1/’s and �0.j0; j1/’s (0 � i0 � i1 � l , 0 � j0 � j1 � l ), see Figure 6. By
Theorem 4.5, hg1; g2il is g

p
1
ıi0C1 gr

2
when restricted on �q��s��.i0; i1/, where

p D l C i0� i1C 1; r D i1� i0;

and, when restricted on �q��s��0.j0; j1/, hg1; g2il is gr
2
ıj0C1 g

p
1

, where p and
r are determined similarly.

Thus '.�.g�
1
;g�

2
// should be a linear sum of '.g�

1
/p ıi '.g�2/r , 1 � i � p , and

'.g�
2
/r ıj '.g�1/p , 1 � j � r . The coefficients are ˙1 because of Lemma 4.2. The

signs ˙ are those of the Jacobians of the maps

�q ��s ��.i0; i1/ ��! .�q ��p/� .�s ��r /;

�q ��s ��0.j0; j1/
��! .�s ��r /� .�q ��p/;

given by u; v as in Theorem 4.5. Explicit computations show that the signs are

.�1/1Ci0.i1�i0/.l�i1/Cps D .�1/.pC1/.rC1/CsC1.�1/.r�1/.p�i0�1/C.p�1/rCs;

.�1/1Cj0C.j1�j0/.l�j1/Cq.rCs/ D .�1/.pC1/.rC1/CqsCqC1 �and

.�1/.p�1/.r�j0�1/C.pCq/.r�1/

respectively. They give the desired formula.

The isomorphism ' introduces a filtration on H�.TotO�/;

FpH�.TotO�/ WD '�1FpH�.TS.O�//:

The definition of F� together with Theorem 4.6 says that the Browder operation �
preserves this filtration in the sense

x 2 Fp; y 2 Fr H) �.x;y/ 2 FpCr�1:

4.4 Poisson bracket on E2

Here let O0 be any operad of graded modules with multiplication (in our case O0 will
be H�.O/). By unraveling the descriptions of the Hochschild complex .O0; @/ (see
Gerstenhaber–Voronov [6], Turchin [17; 18]), we can see the following.
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Theorem 4.7 [6; 17; 18] The Poisson structure on H�.O0/ is induced by the (degree-
preserving) map

‰W O0.p/�O0.r/ �!O0.pC r � 1/;

‰.x;y/ WD
X

1�i�p

.�1/�i x ıi y � .�1/.qC1/.sC1/
X

1�j�r

.�1/�
0
j y ıj x

where q D deg x�p , s D deg y � r , and �i , �0j are as in Theorem 4.6.

In our case ‰ is defined on E1 and makes E2 a Poisson algebra. Indeed Er is a
spectral sequence of a Poisson algebra because of the following.

Proposition 4.8 We have dr‰.x;y/ D ‰.dr x;y/C .�1/jxjCr‰.x; dr y/ on Er ,
r � 2.

The proof uses the definition of the boundary operation of the Hochschild complex
(see Section 4.2).

Thus E1 inherits the induced Poisson bracket, and via the isomorphism

 WE1�p;q �! .Fp=FpC1/Hq.TS.O�//;

GH�.TS.O�// also becomes a Poisson algebra, where G denotes the associated
quotient. Comparing Theorem 4.6 with Theorem 4.7, we can see that this bracket
coincides on GH�.TS.O�// with the Browder operation induced via ' .

4.5 The case of the space of knots

Finally consider the case that O� is not fibrant (in particular the case of the space
of knots, O D Xn ). Though we must use the fibrant replacement RO� , this does
not change the formula from Theorem 4.5 except that we have to post-composing
R W O� ! RO� . On the other hand the E1 -term of Bousfield spectral sequence
Er .RO�/ for Tot RO� is equipped with the induced Gerstenhaber structure, whose
formula is the same one from Theorem 4.7 with R post-composed. Thus again via '
the Browder operation on H�.Tot RO�/ and the Gerstenhaber bracket on E1.RO�/
coincide with each other.
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